Transgender Films

against a trans narrative (2008; documentary on trans male identities)
The Aggressives (2005; documentary about women of color who present as masculine)
American Transgender (2012; documentary on trans people and their relationships)
Austin Unbound (2011; documentary on trans deaf man)
Boy I Am (2006; documentary about FTM youth and relations between trans men and lesbians)
A Boy Named Sue (2000; documentary about a trans man)
Boys Don’t Cry (1999; fictionalized story of Brandon Teena’s life)
Call Me Malcolm (2005; documentary about a trans seminary student)
Cruel and Unusual (2006; documentary about trans women in prison)
Diagnosing Difference (2009; documentary on the medicalization of trans people)
Drag Kings on Tour (2004; documentary)
Georgie Girl (2001; documentary about a trans New Zealand legislator)
I’m Just Anneke (2010; documentary about a 12-year-old beginning hormone blockers)
I Am Jazz: A Family in Transition (2012; documentary about an 11-year-old trans girl and her family)
Just Call Me Kade (2002; documentary about a trans male teen)
Kate Bornstein Is a Queer and Present Danger (2014; documentary)
Ke Kulana He Mahu: Remembering a Sense of Place (2001; documentary about traditional genders in Hawai‘i)
Ma Vie en Rose (1997; feature film about a trans child)
No Dumb Questions (2001; documentary about children learning about their trans aunt)
No Dumb Questions 5 Years Later (2008; documentary)
Normal (2003; feature film about a male crossdresser)
The Opposite Sex: Jamie’s Story (2004; documentary about a trans woman’s transition)
The Opposite Sex: Rene’s Story (2004; documentary about a trans man’s transition)
Paris Is Burning (1990; documentary about voguing in New York in the late 1980s)
Prodigal Sons (2009; documentary about a trans woman returning to her hometown after transitioning)
Red Without Blue (2006; documentary that follows a pair of identical twins as one transitions)
Riot Acts: Flaunting Gender Deviance in Music Performance (2009; documentary)
Screaming Queens: The Riot at Compton’s Cafeteria (2005; documentary about a 1966 riot led by trans women)
Soldier’s Girl (2003; fictionalized story of the partner of murdered soldier Barry Winchell)
Southern Comfort (2001; documentary about a trans man who dies of ovarian cancer)
Still Black: Portrait of Black Transmen (2008; documentary)
Straightlaced: How Gender's Got Us All Tied Up (2009; documentary)
Tales of the Waria (2011; documentary about male-assigned individuals who live as women in Indonesia)
Toilet Training (2004; documentary about the need for gender-inclusive bathrooms)
Trans: The Movie (2011; documentary)
Transamerica (2005; somewhat stereotypical Hollywood feature film about a trans woman)
TransGeneration (2005; documentary/television series about transitioning college students)
TransMormon (2014; documentary)
Transparent (2006; documentary about transgender parents)
Two Spirits (2009; documentary about the murder of Fred Martinez and gender in Native communities)
Venus Boyz (2002; documentary about drag kings)
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